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FOREIGN STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION KMC

LA SALUATION

was organized on September 6 to welcome the freshers .

a total of 10 countries participated. For the first time Fostas had the privilege to welcomea
student from West Africa- Sierra Leone .

General introduction of the society was given and the annual tentative timeline was discussed
with them .The students were invited in various activities to showcase their talents for the
purpose of orientation. Mr. and Ms. Fresher was awarded with flower and appreciations .

EDUCATIONAL TRIP

On november 9 an educational cum ethnic trip

was organized for the foreign students to Chowki Dhani ,Sonepat . The aim of the trip was to
gain knowledge and explore indian culture and traditions. choke dhani portrayed insights of
royal indian culture of rajasthan with food and cultural performances . The aim of the trip
was to impart knowledge about India and its tradition through the medium of a short one day
excursion

PROMENADE

This time Foreign students association went to Goa for its Annual trip Promenade .

The Cultural diversity and infusion of Portuguese culture was the subject matter of this times
annual trip !

Foreign students visited to places like the ChhaporaFort , Fort Aguada , diverse beaches and
also the Dudhsagar water falls ! Spice gardens and marine life was also explored in this trip .

MÉLANGE 2020

Mélange 2020 the annual fest of Foreign students Association was celebrated on the March 2,

The delegates from Embassy of Afghanistan and the Embassy of Nepal were invited as the
chief guest !

FOSTAS had cultural performances from many countries like Ghana , Afghanistan , Nepal ,
Tibet etc .

This time FOSTAS introduced GUFTMAAN - the panel discussion , which will take place
every fest from now on .



This year Aman Sharma from Austria ,Pakiza Munir from Afghanistan and Gabriel Kusi
from Ghana were amongst the panelist . Nadim Anwari hosted this year's Guftmaan .

The whole event was covered by the NVI Internet news Chanel


